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I. Introduction 

Many well known methods for seeking the extremum had been deve- 

loped on the basis of quadratic approximation. 

In some problems of global optimization the function to be mini- 

mized can be considered as a realization of somestochastic function. 

The optimizationtechnique basod upon the minimization of the expec- 

ted deviation from the extremum is called Bayesian. 

2: The definition of Bayesian methods 

Suppose the function to be minimized is a realization of some 

stochastic function f(~) =~ (Xjcc),x~Ac Rmwhere c~ ~ is some 

fixed but unknown index. 

The probability distribution P on~ is defined by the equalities 

where ~x,....;X.(~,, ...,yn)~N~ ~A, ~: j,...,13 is the a~rA probability 

distribution function. 

The observation is evaluation of the function ~ at some fixed 

point XL . The vector 

zo n :  I,...,N, 
contains the information gained in all the observations from 1 to n. 

A decision function is the measurable vector- function 

~ :  (40 .. '~dl~) , which expresses the dependence between the 

point of the following observation and the results of the previous 

observations 

d ° The decision function is called the Bayesian method for seeking 

the minimum, if it minimizdthe expected deviation from the extremum 
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(d°))-£ }- nt E tf(x ,  (d))-£}, 
ct 

where g - ~  t'(x,<)" 
x~-A 

The criterion (1) is satisfied under some condition [i] [2] 

solution of the following recurrent equations 

~.~,(z,l:Lnf E { : ( x ) l z , } ,  
,~A 

x,~A (a) 

Uo -~,.~j- E { u ~ ( J ( x ) , x ) } ,  
xe tA 

where E{~(~)IZN} is a conditional expectation of the stochastic 

variable ~(x) with respect to the stochastic vector z N . 

The equations (2) remain the same in the case of "noisy" obser- 

vations, when at any fixed point ~L we observe the sum 

'r'(x,:)" ~(x~.) * r~i. , 
where stochastic variables ~ ~, 1. = ' j,..,., N are independent, the 

expectation of ~ is zero and variance is fixed. In such a case 

z,~--(~(x~):,,~,:,C--t~ ..,n), n-- t , . . . ,N,  

by the 

3. An illustrative example 

Suppose that 

and the a priori density function 

then in accordance with the equations (2) the first observatio~ 

~(d°)  ~ -": t ,  
and the final decision 
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' ~ ( }~- j ) ,  X, L - ~  

4. The convergence conditions 

In accordance with the definition (1) the Bayesian method 

depends on the a priori probability distribution P . The conditions 

when the Bayesian method converges to the minimum of any continuous 

function are given by 

Theorem 1. Assume : 

1. the set A is compact, the functions ~(x,~) and the conditional 

expectations in (2) are continuous functions of x for all ~ ~ ~ , 

there exists the positive a priori density function 

and the finite expectation F {J~o}} ; 

2. for all Xe B(~)j~zO there exists 11~x such that 

3. 

F, (yl  ) i : l  
4. for all x~A(u~);y~ R there exists ~xy independently 

of n such that 

~ p  ia~(z, ) l is  ~iformZy integrable with respect to F~(ytz,,); 5. 

then 

fW -,,O0 

where F× (y I Z n ) is the conditional probability distribution 

function of the stochastic variable ~(x) with respect to the 

stochastic vector Zn ' 

F.% (,.,,)_- { ° ' y ' y ~  , 

y~:~(X,~.p,),~), the index Z(X) i s  defined by the equality 
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'~,, : ilx-xi: ,<jll- m,n tl,x-x< ii, 
t .'-- i. s Iq 

and the sets A(ucj, B(~)are defined by the conditions 

~ ( ~ ) :  {x.  l,,-,-, .z ,~: O~ x ~ A } ,  
the decision function G ° corresponds to the solution of the 

e q u a t i o n s  (2)  when c o n d i t i o n a l  e x p e c t a t i o n s  a re  c a l c u l a t e d  us ing  

the usual formulas of the conditional probability density functions. 

~. The one,stage method 

One of the simplifications for the solution of the equations (2) 

is "one-stage" method ~l] [3] when at each stage it is assumed that 

the following observation is the last one. In such a case the 

sequence of observations is defined by the equations 

n n ~ A  n 

w h e  r e  

u(z , . , +~ )= , , , , - ,  E { . t (~ ) lz , . ,+ , . } ,  ,'~--O....~N. 
x ~ A  

The one-stage Bayesian method converges to the minimum of any 

continuous function under the conditions of theorem 1. 

6. The . restrict ed-memor~ case 

The next simplification for the equations (2) is the restriction 

of "memory", when one can remember no more than ~o < N observa- 

tions [1][$j. The Bayesian method for seeking the extremum in a 

special case with ~ 1 happens to be similar to those of the well 

known methods of "random search' [5], when the next observation must 

be on the sphere with the centre at the point of the best observation. 

In the case of the restricted memory the Bayesian methods do not 

necessarily converge. 

7. The implementation 

The one-stage method had been implemented in the case when the 

function to be minimized is considered as some realization of the 

stochastic Gaussian field with the expectation.~1 , standard devia- 
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tion 6 and the exponential correlation function 

/) 
the parameters /4, 6~ 6 ~[~ ~,~..;nl are estimated by the maximum 
likelihood method on the basis of some additional observations. 

The implementation of one-stage Bayesian method when ~ (x) is the 

Viener process is considered in [6]. 

The development of some system of a priori distributions suitable 

for different classes of the functions ~ is probably the most 

important problem in the application of Bayesian approach to the 

global optimization. 

The Bayesian methods had been applied to some practical problems 

[7} 
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